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1Netflow

 _ Netflow

N etFlow is a feature that was introduced on Cisco 
routers that provides the ability to collect IP network 

traffic as it enters or exits an interface. By analyzing the data 
provided by NetFlow, a network administrator can determine 
things such as the source and destination addresses, class 
of service, and the causes of congestion. A typical flow 
monitoring setup (using NetFlow) consists of three main 
components:

Flow exporter: aggregates packets into flows and exports 
flow records towards one or more flow collectors.
Flow collector: responsible for reception, storage and pre-
processing of flow data received from a flow exporter.
Analysis application: analyzes received flow data in the 
context of intrusion detection or traffic profiling, for example.

Cisco standard NetFlow version 5 defines a flow as a 
unidirectional sequence of packets that all share the following 
7 values: 

• Ingress interface (SNMP ifIndex)
• Source IP address
• Destination IP address
• IP protocol
• Source port for UDP or TCP, 0 for other protocols
• Destination port for UDP or TCP, type and code for 

ICMP, or 0 for other protocols
• IP Type of Service

L ogtrust provides dashboards and reports to visualize 
the data managed by Netflow protocols. It also offers 

use cases such as network bandwidth monitoring, capacity 
planning, detailed traffic activities, troubleshooting and cyber 
threat detection.

Netflow consumes and applies in-line analytics to summarize 
flows and send consolidated information into Logtrust. This 
reduces the volume of data by orders of magnitude.

Logs from a device capable of generating and sending 
statistical information about the IP traffic passing through 
it using the NetFlow protocol are marked with the netstat.
netflow.type tag.

2How Logtrust 
works with 
Netflow?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NetFlow
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Tag structure

The concept type is fixed and identifies the type and format of 
the event that is being sent. At the moment, this concept can 
only take the value it, so, the label would be netstat.netflow.lt.

Supported NetFlow versions 

Currently Logtrust supports versions 1, 5, 6 and 7 of the 
protocol.

Sending data to Logtrust

In order to send NetFlow traffic to Logtrust, it will be 
necessary to install a logtrust in-house relay

After the relay is installed, you will only need to configure the 
web device to export its flows to the in-house relay IP address 
via the 12999 (udp) port. This port is enabled by default in an 
in-house relay and converts all the netflow traffic it receives 
into syslog format, tags it as netstat.netflow.lt and securely 
sends it on to Logtrust. 

3
How

to integrate 
Netflow with 

Logtrust?

https://logtrust.atlassian.net/wiki/display/LD/logtrust+in-house+relay

